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)
) 
)
 
) 

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE AMICUS CURIAE IN THE INTEREST OF
 
PETITIONER, KENNETH PEDELEOSE
 

I, Douglas 1(. Kinan, respectfully move for leave to fue Amicus Curiae in support of 

Defense Contract Management Agency ("DCMAE") senior engineer and whistleblower, 

I(enneth Pedeleose ("Pedeleose"), annexed as Exhibit A, with Attachments #1 - #5, and in 

support thereof state as follows: 

I am an expert government witness concerning the DCMAE's pattern and practice to 

frame innocent employees, reward favored witnesses with promotions/jobs in exchange 

for false and/or tainted testimony and eventually force secret settlement agreements to 

conceal extensive public corruption, subsidized by millions of taxpayer dollars. 

I do not know, nor have I met Pedeleose. However, based on my direct and independent 

knowledge and the substantial authenticated record, I consider myself to be a neutral and 

responsible party in reporting Pedeleose's orchestrated, retaliatory frame-up. 

IAmicus curiae is a legal Latin phrase, literally translated as "friend of the court", that refers to someone, not a party 
to a case, who volunteers to otTer information on a point of law or some other aspect of the case to assist the court in 
deciding a matter before it. The information may be a legal opinion in the form of a briet: a testimony that has not 
been solicited by any of the parties, or a learned treatise on a matter that bears on the case." "Federal courts have 
discretion to permit participation of amicus where such participation will not prejudice any party and may be of 
assistance to the court." Strougo v. Scudder, Stevens & Clark, Inc., 1997 WI.. 473566 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 18,1997) 
(citing Vulcan Society ofNew York City Fire Dep't, Inc. v. Civil Service Comm 'n, 490 F.2d 387, 391 (2d Cir. 1973». 
See also Zell/Merri// Lynch Real Estate Opportunity Partners Limited Partnership 1/1 v. Rockefeller Center 
Properties, Inc., 1996 WI.. 120672 (S.D.N.Y. March 19, 1996). 
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This unsolicited, verifiable and authenticated "learned treatise on a matter that bears 

directly on the case," is submitted to the Court, on behalf of the valuable government 

service of Pedeleose and is significant to the public interest and the substantial legal 

consequences of the issues. 

Consideration of the annexed amicus brief, with attachments, will assist both the 

Department ofJustice ("DOJ") and especially the Court to lend balance, integrity and 

ensure equal and substantial justice to the process, as mandated by the Merit Systems 

Protection Board's ("MSPB") Charter, Department of Defense ("DoD") rules and 

regulations, DoD Joint Ethics Regulation 5500-7-R, 5 USC 2301, Merit system principles, 

the FBI's fourth highest national priority on [public] corruption, other numerous statutes 

and the rule of law. 

My facts and reporting have been verified, ignored, evaded and covered up by the DoD, 

Defense Hotline Director for fraud, waste and abuse, Leonard C. Trahan, Jr. 2
, ("Trahan") 

and others in the DoD IG chain-of-command or "decision tree." Despite the fact that 

innocent employees were being framed, stripped of their career and full government 

pension, Trahan showed no mercy, empathy or remorse and stood by for approximately 60 

months and allowed the DCMAE's fraud, waste, abuse and frame-ups to continue. 

Trahan's conduct has been characterized as "beyond despicable." 

The Pedeleose frame-up is a continuation of the DCMAE's pattern and practice. The 

authenticated government documention show the results of the DCMAE's malicious 

misconduct. In addition, newly, after-acquired evidence in the form of the attached 

Department of Interior, Office of the Inspector General's Report of Investigation dated 

June 5, 2008, ("DOl ROI"), released to me on December 30, 2008 by the DOl, establishes 

that the DCMAE and the DoD IG, working together, orchestrated Pedeleose's malicious 

2The Virella and Plaisance frame-ups (similar to Pedeleose), promotion fixing and other misconduct outlined in my 
complaints and affidavits were covered up by the 000 IG and eventually concealed by secret settlement payoffs, 
which is the standard DCMAE modus operandi. 
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frame up. The DOl ROl legally encourages the Court to apply the "After Acquired 

Evidence Doctrine." See McKennon v. Nashville Publishing Co., 513 Us. 352 (19953). 

The DOl ROI together with the official record gives the DO] a unique opportunity to 

view Pedeleose's calculated frame up in its proper context. 

Following receipt of the DOl ROI, on December 31, 2008, I submitted a FOIA request to 

the DoD IG for the attachments to the DOl ROJ. On January 30, 2009, a FOIA 

representative from the DoD IG's office, Ms. Tanya Layne, called me and told me they 

were "working on [my] request" and would send me the "unredacted 2500 pages" of 

attachments to the DOl ROJ. Despite repeated requests, the DoD IG has not complied. 

It appears that the FOIA Officer, John Crane, has usurped legal authority and continues to 

ignore his statutory obligation to release these documents. Mr. Crane has effectively put 

himself in control of the law in his decision to withhold relevant and critical evidence. 

In connection with this amicus brief, due process requires that this telling exculpatory 

evidence be admitted to the Court - the Court has a right to know how the DoD IG's role 

led up to Pedeleose's frame-up and related matters. If the Court is looking to administer 

justice, a subpoena for the supplemental attachments to the DOl ROI is appropriate to 

clearly identify the intent, extent and level of culpability of the DoD IG and their role in 

Pedeleose's frame up. Stated another way, the attachments are being withheld to prevent 

showing Pedeleose's retaliatory frame up exactly as it happened. In the interest of justice 

and to prevent prosecutorial misconduct similar to that in the Ted Stevens matter, the 

attachments to the DOl ROI should be disclosed in order for the DO] to decide to 

prosecute, or not prosecute the case. 

According to one of the highest-ranking Senators in Congress, the DoD IG's office is 

"dysfunctional" and "most of the 18 SES members do not believe in the IG mission." The 

DoD IG's office refuses to observe DoD rules and regulations and the law and lives by a 

bizarre allegiance to their own code of conduct. The DCMAE working together with the 

3 In McKennon v. Nashville Publishing Co., 513 U.S. 352 (1995) the United States Supreme Court confirmed that 
after acquired evidence can permit the introduction and consideration in evidence of wrongdoing. "The McKennon 
case and its predecessors unequivocally demonstrate that after acquired evidence is admissible and can, in some 
measure, affect remedies awarded... " 
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DoD IG is intent on breaking the law and tending to legalities later - years later - after 

considerable and permanent damage has been done. 

The authenticated record provides unequivocal proof and shall assist the Court in 

understanding the extent of the fraud, deceit and admitted gamesmanship by the DCMAE 

and the ((dysfunctional" operation of the DoD IG, which has done immeasurable and 

irreparable harm to many innocent individuals, the DoD and the government and has 

allowed a continuing culture of corruption that needs to end. 

The natural talents of lying, deceit and fraud by officials within the DoD IG' office can 

best be evaluated by matching Trahan's December 7, 1998 Memorandum (Exhibit A, 

Attachment #1) with my HQtline requests, the events outlined in my affidavit dated August 

2, 2002, (Exhibit A, Attachment #2) and the authenticated record establishing the extent of 

concealment and obstruction by a few DoD IG officials, acting outside the scope of their 

government role. 

The complete record, beginning with the frame-ups of former DCMAE employees Marie 

Virella and Morris Plaisance (cases or work assigned to me), establishes that my interest in 

this matter is not personal or vindictive, but a continuation of unaddressed DoD 

violations, which continue to harm innocent individuals and Pedeleose. I have no vested 

interest in, and stand to receive no personal gain by filing this amicus brief with the Court. 

However, all Americans have a vested and direct interest in preventing harm to innocent 

individuals, where and as we see it happening. Any reasonable person would agree that if 

the DCMAE has a right to frame innocent individuals, I have a lawful right to continue to 

report such conduct, in any forum, with the expectation that the DO] shall uphold and 

enforce the law and if they refuse, the Court shall, sua sponte, compel such enforcement. 

According to the authenticated record, the DCMAE is a government agency on fire against 

vigorous whisdeblowers/complainants, with the support of the DoD IG and the Boston 

United States Attorney's office. The DCMAE and DoD IG's culture of crime is a 

dangerous combination and is useless to the public and to the government. 

Muzzling Pedeleose, or any whisdeblower, is a disservice to the DoD and to the 

government, as evidenced by the current, worldwide damage and calculated swindle in the 

Bernard Madoff case, in which a whisdeblower was ignored for approximately ten years. 
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In view of the Office of Personnel Management's ("OPM') knowledge concerning the 

DCMAE's record, the aPM could have and should have acted with cleaner hands. The 

fact that the OPM would participate in clogging the Court to further anguish Pedeleose is 

an embarrassment and moreover, an insult to any Court. By operation of law, the OPM's 

express intent is clear and the Court should rebuke any continued attempt to "game" the 

system to continue to punish an innocent individual for acting in the government's interest. 

The context and perspective concerns continuing and egregious violations, as it was from 

the beginning when I was expected to participate in the frame-ups of other innocent 

DCMAE employees and other DoD violations. I refused. However, this is not about my 

personal case and is not personal, but a continued right of conscience to come fOlwarq to 

assist the Court, as many others should, to end over a decade of DCMAE's public 

corruption, but are afraid. 

Pedeleose has consented to the filing of this amicus brief, but on April 17, 2009, Assistant 

United States Attorney ("AUSA"), Michael N. O'Connell, opposes. I am an Officer of the 

Court - the Massachusetts Trial Court and find it unimaginable that the DO] or any 

reasonable person would be opposed to having unequivocal-evidence that would fmd an 

innocent person innocent. The DOl's distinct message does not indicate a requirement for 

truth or justice - only winning. Such prosecutorial misconduct is reckless government at its 

worst. That is not what the Court is about. Frame-ups are un-American and the DO] 

should not expect the Court to be an accomplice to Pedeleose's frame up. When an 

innocent person is framed, we all lose. The DO) has acknowledged and verified the 

DCMAE's frame-ups, but has ignored them, that's why the frame-ups continue to be 

successful. If the Court won't stop the DCMAE's frame-ups, no one will. 

I respectfully ask the Court to rely on the authenticated record, matched with the actual 

conduct, and enter an order granting leave to flie this amicus brief annexed hereto as 

Exhibit A, with Attachments #1- #5, together with such other relief as may be just. 

This Motion and Amicus Curiae are submitted in good faith. 

Respectfully submitted, 
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L>-~.. ~
 
Douglas K. Kinan
 
Amicus Curiae
 
34 Glenburnie Road
 
Boston, MA 02132
 
617-323-6171
 
April 22, 2009
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MEMORANDUM OF DOUGLAS K. KINAN IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO ALLOW
 
AMICUS CURIAE ASKING THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS TO
 
VACATE/MITIGATE THE UNWARRANTED, UNJUST AND RETALIATORY
 

PUNISHMENT OF WHISTLEBLOWER, KENNETH PEDELEOSE
 

INTRODUCTION
 

My name is Douglas Kinan. I am a former employee of the Defense Contract 

Management Agency ("DCMAE"), Boston, Massachusetts and possess fust hand 

knowledge of the DCMAE's pattern and practice to target, frame and punish innocent 

employees, using the same modus operandz~ as in the Pede1eose matter. (See Exhibit A, 

Attachment #1) 

ARGUMENT 

Does Pedeleose's retaliatory frame have a place in the Federal court or in any forum and 

does the Department ofJustice ("DOJ") have a legal standing to ignore exculpatory 

evidence in Pedeleose's favor? 

The Office of Personnel Management's appeal ("OPM") was done with the express intent 

of frustrating Pedeleose, is transparently illogical, is frivolous based on the Merit System 

Protection Board ("Board") and OPM's own arguments, which evades and ignores 

exculpatory facts and relevant evidence, demonstrates bad faith and should be struck, 

forthwith, not only based on clear commands of the law, but by the Court's inherent 

equitable power to ensure the efficient administration of due process and equal justice. 

In the interest of the public taxpayer, the Department of Defense ("DoD"), the 

government, and the court's objectives, I respectfully request that the Court of Appeals 

("Court") vacate, or in the alternative, wholly mitigate the unwarranted and unjust 

punishment of Pedeleose for the following reasons, not necessarily in the order of 

appearance: 

•	 The Board reversed the initial decision of an administrative judge. Essentially, the 

full three-member Board decided that the DCMAE's witness lacked credibility. 

The Board's changing stories and mixed decisions offer the Court clear, convincing 

and decisive evidence to prove there is substantial doubt in its February 12,2009, 
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decision to uphold Pedeleose's suspension. In cases where there is a doubt, 

according to the Board's Charter, mission and purpose "to protect whisdeblowers," 

a reasonable person would conclude that the benefit of the doubt automatically 

leans toward protecting dle whisdeblower/employee. 

• From the beginning, Pedeleose was acting in the interest of the DoD and the 

government. According to DoD estimates, Pedeleose saved the DoD and the 

government $34 million dollars. In addition to saving the government $34 million, 

in March 2008, his peers voted Pedeleose "Employee of the Year - 2007." 

Pedeleose's whisdeblower achievements, his courage and exemplary government 

service should be grounds for recognition and reward - not a target for retaliation 

and eventual termination. 

• OPM's January 2008, "Brief in Support of Its Petition for Reconsideration," 

contends and/or infers that the "order to cooperate" did not involve "a potential 

crime or serious misconduct." The facts, the law, the evidence and the after

acquired evidence in the form of a Department of Interior, Office of the Inspector 

General's Report of Investigation dated June 5, 2008, ('.'DOI ROI"), FOIA 

released on December 30, 2008, proving that the DoD IG had a well-documented 

role in Pedeleose's frame up proves otherwise. (See Exhibit A, Attachment #2) 

• OPM received my motion to intervene/amicus brief on or about June 2008. OPM 

knew or should have known about the DCMAE's record to the extent that due 

diligence on the part of OPM would have given rise for aPM to withdraw their 

Petition based on exculpatory facts establishing a pattern and practice by the 

DCMAE to frame innocent individuals. (See 18 USC 1503 & USC 1505.) 

• McPhie dissented from the Board's initial decision in favor of Pedeleose on the 

basis that "complying would place the employee in a dangerous situation or would 

cause him irreparable harm." Contradicting McPhie's opinion is the clarity of the 

evidence proving that what happened to Pedeleose, is both an "unusual" and 

"extraordinary" circumstance and the exception to the "obey now grieve later rule" 

should have applied in his case. Essentially, Pedeleose refused to assist the 
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DCMAE with his own frame-up, which he had every lawful right to do. 

Pedeleose's compliance with the DCMAE's alleged investigation1 would have 

placed him in a "dangerous situation or would [have caused] him irreparable harm." 

Stated another way, Pedeleose had every right and reason to believe that the DoD 

IG would prevent this rigged investigation from proceeding. McPhie ignored the 

fact that the DoD IG should have intervened in the Pedeleose matter because that 

is what the DoD IG does, or is supposed to do, especially where it concerned an 

established whistleblower acting in behalf of the DoD and the government. The 

DoD IG's mandate was to protect Pedeleose. Instead, the DoD IG acted contrary 

to their mandate and ignored their obligation to the DoD and to the government. 

•	 The Court should take judicious note of the fact that the "IG knew of [pedeleose's] 

concerns but had not shut down the agency's investigation." Based on after

acquired evidence (DOl ROJ), the Justice Department and the Court now has the 

advantage of knowing why the DoD IG "took no action" to protect Pedeleose. 

The evidence is clear: The DoD IG took no action to protect a valuable and 

conscientious government whistleblower, because the DoD IG's office had a well

documented role in Pedeleose's retaliation. (See Attachment A, Exhibit #2). 

•	 Chairman McPhie denied my motion to intervene dated June 27, 2008, based on 

the erroneous assumption that my pleading "fails to show that [I would] be 

affected directly by the outcome." McPhie failed to recognize that all Americans 

and I are directly affected when substantial justice is not accomplished. McPhie 

acknowledged and essentially ignored the verified facts contained in my pleading2
, 

erred in his decision, made up facts of his own and ignored the DCMAE's crime 

pattern and practice. Accordingly, McPhie did not object to my verified facts and 

my credibility. When an innocent person is framed, we are all affected and we all 

I The alleged "Investigator," Stacey S. Scantlebury is a Chief of Special Processes, Technical Assessment Group for 
the DCMAE and admitted she is not a trained or certified investigator and that "the statements [she gathered] are a 
true and accurate "representation" of the interviews" she conducted. The Court needs to evaluate the weight, worth 
and value of this alleged investigation and whether or not the July 5, 2005 "Results ofInvestigation" and percipient 
witness statements present a whole and complete picture to the Court. I have direct knowledge and evidence to prove 
that the DCMAE has a history of conducting fraudulent investigations and rewarding favored witnesses with 
promotions and or jobs for silence or false/tainted testimony. 

2Based on my approximately 25 years of experience in labor/employee relations, all evidence is admissible in 
administrative matters and the Board should not have erroneously dismissed or ignored the verified facts in my 
motion to intervene/amicus curiae. 
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pay an enormous pnce. Further, 18 USC 4 is abundantly clear: "Whoever having 

knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court of the 

United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same to 

some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be filled under this title or imprisoned not more than three years or both." 

and 18 USC 2(a), "Whoever commits an offense against the United States or aids, 

abets, counsels, commands, induces or procures its commission is punished as a 

principal." (b) Whoever willfully causes an act to be done which if directly 

performed by him or another would be an offense against the United States, is 

punished as a principaL" (See Exhibit A, Attachment #3) 

•	 The Board's decision to deny my motion to intervene/amicus curiae was not in the 

public interest, was not in accordance with the law and was not in accordance with 

administrative procedure. The Board substituted juratted facts for an opinion that 

overlooked DCMAE's established record of fabricating and falsifying charges 

against innocent individuals, rigging investigations and rewarding favored witnesses 

in exchange for false/tainted testimony. The Board was duty-bound to apply all 

weight and all evidence to clear Pedeleose. The Board a<;:ted contrary to the facts 

and their Charter. 

•	 By its changing stories, the two-person Board turned a blind eye to any fact in 

Pedeleose's favor, abused its discretion and issued an arbitrary and capricious 

decision overturning the full Board's previous decision in Pedeleose's favor. 

Further, the Board essentially admitted, in its written decision, that they ignored the 

complete set of facts, the law, the evidence, the DCMAE's established record of 

frame ups, the Doctrine of "unclean hands" and its mandated obligation to protect 

whistleblowers/employees. 

•	 The DCMAE contrived and created a pseudo-legal frame to justify a situation that 

placed Pedeleose in a Catch-22. The expected result of their contrivance to frame 

Pedeleose is a standard and predictable formula, used many times by the DCMAE, 

to insist on framing innocent individuals. For example, the DCMAE insisted on 

framing Virella, Plaisance and many others - evidence in the form of approximately 
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167 contemporaneous emails asking that Virella's retaliatory frame-up not go 

forward were ignored. Evidence did not matter. The DCMAE has a history of 

deciding what is relevant evidence and who are relevant witnesses and the framee 

has no say in the matter. The DCMAE's position that they can decide what is 

relevant evidence and what is not relevant is wrong as a matter of procedure and 

law. 

•	 The unwarranted, unnecessary and horrendous price of months of anguish that 

Pedeleose is paying for speaking up for the government and the DoD should be 

punishment enough. 

•	 Pedeleose complied with DoD rules and regulations and the law to prevent fraud, 

waste and abuse and had every expectation that the DoD IG would stand behind 

his lawful actions. 

•	 Pedeleose, like other DCMAE whistleblowers and complainants, has suffered the 

wrath of a retaliatory frame up and a rigged investigation, which is standard moduJ 

operandi by the DCMAE. The Court has an opportunity to prove that the rule of 

law shall be the deciding factor and that the Court will not provide immunity for 

acts that are clearly illegal, immoral uncivilized and unethical. The Court also needs 

to decide who to prosecute, those who followed orders or those who acted in the 

interest of the government and the law. Finally, the Court should decide that 

enough is enough - this is the last DCMAE frame-up. 

•	 As for the DoD IG's role in the cover up of the DC:MAE's frame-ups, Trahan's 

propensity for committing felony perjury is evident. In his December 7, 1998, 

Memorandum, Trahan made false official statements to cover up the frame-up of 

DCMAE employees, Maria Virella and Morris Plaisance, promotion foong, well 

planned discrimination, heinous and violent acts against women, other fraud, waste 

and abuse and felony conduct. Even worse, Trahan stood by for approximately 60 

months and remained silent while innocent employees were stripped of their career 

and full government pension for violations they did not commit. Virella and 
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Plaisance's frame-ups were concealed by secret settlement agreements, which 

allowed the DCMAE's frame-ups to continue. (See Attachment A, Exhibit #4) 

•	 Trahan also covered up the DCMAE's fabrication of official government 

documents, ignored and mishandled complaints, lied in his June 28, 2006 sworn 

statement to National Security Agency Investigator W. Rod Biggs that 

whistleblower Pedeleose "lunged" at him, characterized Pedeleose as a "problem" 

and that Pedeleose was "disruptive, disloyal and counterproductive." What 

reasonable person would believe that a vigilant employee who saved the 

government $34 million is "disruptive, disloyal or counterproductive?" Trahan's 

propensity to falsify the official record and engage in felony perjury corroborates 

that he is of no use to the DoD's program to prevent and eliminate fraud, waste 

and abuse. (See Exhibit A, Attachment # 5) 

•	 As to the character of former and current DoD IG employees who are relevant and 

willing participants in Pedeleose's retaliation, on February 19,2008, Richard T. 

Race pleaded guilty in Judge Brinkema's court to "fraudulent banking transactions" 

and was allowed to "voluntarily retire," Uldric Fiore, Jr., was removed for his role 

in Pedeleose, for lying to Senator Grassley, the Secretary of Defense and everyone 

else. L. Jerry Hansen was similarly removed and Leonard C. Trahan, Jr., and James 

L. Pavlik are allegedly under investigation by H. Marshall Jarrett, former Director 

of the Office of Professional Responsibility (aPR). On April 9, 2009, Attorney 

General Holder announced Jarrett's removal froin the OPR. 

•	 The well-documented evidence unequivocally proves that the DoD IG's office 

played an active role and cleared the way for Pedeleose's retaliatory frame up. 

•	 The Court should recognize equity considerations in the nexus between Pedeleose's 

frame up, the DCMAE's pattern and practice and the DoD IG's role. In Cardozo 

in Grafv. Hope Building Corporation, 254 N.Y 1 at 9 (1930), "Equity works as a 

supplement for law and does not supersede the prevailing law." Thus, equity 

follows the law and the Court should not allow a punishment that is contrary to 

law. 
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•	 The DCMAE contrived and created a situation against Pedeleose to justify a 

fraudulent investigation designed to silence and eventually terminate Pedeleose by 

fabricating a legal framework to justify his frame up. 

PROSECUTORIAL MISCONDUCT & CONGESSIONAL PARALYSIS 

The DOJ has ignored the DCMAE's crime pattern and practice since my first reporting to 

the Massachusetts United States attorney in June 1998 and my continuing requests to the 

Department ofJustice. 

Key members of Congress are unable to end the DCMAE's crime and public corruption. 

In support of the above, I ask the Court to consider the Congressional paralysis as follows: 

•	 On May 21, 2007, concerning the frame ups of innocent individuals and 

specifically, Pedeleose's frame up, one top official (name purposely withheld) on 

Senator Waxman's staff was sympathetic, but told me, 'Voug, theres so much 

government cotTUption, we can't handle it all." This individual has joined President 

Obama's staff and currently holds a high-level position. 

•	 In a November 13,2008, email from Senator (confidentiality requested) concerning 

the DCMAE and DoD IG's conduct and specific actions against Pedeleose: 'Voug, 

I am doing everything I can to get the DOD IG jimctioning as intended by the IG Act. At the 

present time, that oJIice is tfysfunctional. The main problem is management level mismanagement. 

The 18 SES persons in charge ofthat oJIice are the bigproblem. Most are not suttedfor those 

positions. Most do not belie1Je in the IG mission. We are working some isslfes. We hatJe made 

some headwffY. We have had some setbade.s. Its like mission impossible. The ea.ry WffY out is to 

give up. Quit. But I won't do that. But don't expect miracles or quick solutions. Heddell is ok so 

far. But he mffY suddenlY leave with the upheaval in politics andgo back to lAbor IG. And then 

we are back to square one with Gimble or worse. " 

•	 In connection with Senator Leahy's proposal to investigate Bush era violations, on 

January 9, 2009, President Obama said, ''[NJobotfy's above the law, and if there are dear 
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instances ofwrongdoin~ that people should be prosecuted just like any other ordinary 

citizen." And in numerous public speeches President Obama has declared that 

"adherence to the rule of law" will be an accountability benchmark of his 

administration 

•	 In a March 9,2009, Time Magazine story concerning Bernard Madoff's worldwide 

swindle, "Inside the Breakdown At the SEC," ignored by former chairman, SEC's 

Christopher Cox, Senator Grassley said: "But om;e the wrong culture takes hold ofan 

agenry, it takes a reallTUsade to l'hange it." Senator Grassley's quote has application to 

the DoD IG's culture of crime. 

CONCLUSION 

Congressional remedies have failed. The DO] (and other oversight) remains silent and has 

refused to uphold and enforce the law to prevent the DCMAE's crime. The FBI has 

found the DCMAE's frame-ups to be amusing. 

The Court must now decide whether it is prepared to make law that the DCMAE, OPM 

and the DO] can come to Court with "unclean hands," has none of the ethical obligations 

to act in an ethical manner and/or abide by the rule of law. If ever there was case in which 

the Court should recognize continuing violations and vacate an unjust penalty due to 

unusual and extraordinary nature of the DCMAE's conduct, this is it. 

Should this Court allow Pedeleose's punishment to stand it would legally enshrine more 

than a decade of the DCMAE's crline, public corruption and verified felony conduct and 

endorse the DCMAE's pattern and practice of undisputed and extraordinary deception and 

fraud on the court - a Rule 60(b)(6) violation. 

Accordingly, no Court should be complicit in the ratification and perpetuation of the 

DCMAE's fraudulent conduct. The message that the Court would send if it allowed the 

DCMAE's conduct to stand would be that the Court will endorse and embrace such falsity, 

so long as it is sufficiently well-concealed and/or perpetrated through "gamesmanship," 

judicial acrobatics and a pseudo-legal frame to justify egregious public corruption. That is 

not what any court of law is about. 
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The implications of this case stem beyond Pedeleose. The Court can Shepardize this case 

any way it wants - stare dedsis is essentially 50/50. In the interest of substantial justice, I ask 

the Court to Shepardize and apply statutory law to the verified facts. This is not an isolated 

incident of fraud and abuse of power and authority, but a pattern and practice having an 

ever-increasing ripple effect throughout government. 

There are no two ways about this case. If this Court says that it will not correct a baseless 

frame-up imposed upon Pedeleose, then more of the same can be expected because it is a 

pattern and practice that continuously works for the DCMAE and the DoD IG. Even 

worse, the public policy message by the Court would set a precedent well beyond the 

bounds of the law. 

On the other hand, if this Court fixes a wrong so grievous, it will similarly send a message 

that the judicial system will stand for what is right and just, whether it is two, five or ten 

years, after the judgment. It should be emphasized, there is no time limit on a Rule 

60(b)(6) violation under "extraordinary" circumstances. 

The authentic government documentation confums there is no ambiguity in the DCMAE 

and the DoD IG's conduct and I ask the Court to conclude that the DCMAE, from the 

beginning, operated with "unclean hands" and that the Court render a full and complete 

collection of remedies. 

Should the DO] proceed with an unjust punishment against Pedeleose, the Court should 

ask: Quo Warranto? 

Respectfully submitted, 

J '--- ~. 
~s~an 

Amicus Curiae 
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